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Sidewalk beside 
public school 
looking down 
street to location 
of BWXT in 
residential area.



PHCHCC Recommendations

1. Issue 5 Year individual licenses for Peterborough 
and Toronto sites

2. Allow no changes to operations at either property 
except to begin to reduce levels and quantities of 
U on site and outputs

3. Within that 5 year timeframe finalize 
decommissioning plans for each facility, 
Peterborough and Toronto, with the appropriate 
financial guarantees in place, to successfully 
dismantle buildings and restore properties for 
future unencumbered use by the people.

4. Establish a final timeline for completion.
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Cautionary Tales from Port Hope: 
Stop Compounding Historical LOCATION Mistakes 

Ongoing Public Hazards: Cameco Port Hope and BWXT:

– No buffer zone from public for operations and storage
– Proximity to schools, hospitals, homes, waterways
– Ongoing emissions to air and water
– Lack of appropriate level of security
– Terrorism, accident , fire hazards
– Emergency response limitations
– Aging facilties emit fugitive emissions daily, not measured
– Lack of appropriate liability insurance by industry for public
– Transportation of radioactive materials, chemicals through town
– Neighbourhood stigma 
– inadequate decommissioning financial guarantees
– Exposure risks for workers 

88



BWXT Issues for Peterborough Site with 
Proposed License

- Exposure to inhaling insoluble ceramic U is NOT same 
as background gamma exposure - erroneous 
comparisons, contradictory content in documents

- CNSC risk category increases from low to medium for 
Peterborough site due to increase in UO2 particulate 
volume from pelleting operations 

- Increase dust increases risk to public and workers
- Increase monitoring and public reporting of workers 

exposures and environment needed beyond fence-line
- Introduce effective internal exposure levels
- Isotopes of U feed material complex with contaminants
- Particle size, composition, isotopic ratio unknown
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BWXT Issues for Peterborough Site with 
Proposed License
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- Implement monitoring U in discharges to air and water 
including soil and vegetation beyond the fence-line for a 
wide radius.

- Determine and address volume of fugitive emissions 
- Need improvement to flood water management 
- Need improvement to Radiation Protection Plan
- Increase in transportation of hazardous materials and 

risk to the community from emissions, accidents
- No need for the proposed change is given
- The Precautionary Principle is not applied now or 

historically



Concerns with CNSC Actions

- Authorizes serious changes to industries’ operations 
through letters from Ottawa mid-license. Not public

- Hearings are sometimes held by Chair olone on serious 
matters e.g. 2016 GE Hitachi license transfer to BWXT..

- Staff decide risk, safety without public input
- EA decisions yes or no controlled by CNSC lacks 

independence, external or public accountability. 
- 10 year licenses severely limit public participation
- Staff lead public meeting held January 23rd in 

Peterborough highly unprofessional, unhelpful with the 
public.

- CNSC processes work on behalf of industry not public
-
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Concerns with CNSC Actions

- Low financial guarantees accepted by staff for 
Peterborough site at $10.7M and Toronto site at $37.3M
are unnacceptable.

- Private industry liability insurance for damage to 
public/private properties beyond their fence-line is 
apparently not required. Taxpayers of Canada subsidize 
private operations. This is unacceptable.

- Where is the protection for public and private property 
owners paid by the industries and their shareholders 
rather than taxpayers of Canada?
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Concerns with CNSC Actions

- Ongoing licensing of Eldorado Nuclear and lack of 
meaningfuil oversight has resulted in more than 70 
years of radioactive contamination throughout Port 
Hope ( conservatively estimated 7 years ago at 1.7 M 
cubic metres), and so far taxpayer committed $1.2B 
cleanup of the town just underway after 50 years of 
inaction. 

- License after license by CNSC blindly ignores facts that 
these operations have no business in the middle of 
communities and would absolutely NOT be approved in 
today’s world nor should they be “grandfathered” simply 
because of history. 

- Why don’t the people who live there have any power? 
-

-

-
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1976
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Nuclear Physicist:  Scientists’ Warnings, 1976
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Politicians Back Public Inquiry, 1976
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Nuclear Engineer Dr. Douglas Andrews, 1976 
(warned government of contamination from 1966)
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“For a given uranium intake the 
inhalation pathway gives doses 200 
times greater than ingestion” – 

Ontario MOE Rationale Document, 
Draft Uranium in Air Standard, 2010
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Radioactive material parked in public roadway beside restaurant.
 Port Hope, March 2018. Source of truck not known. 

Emissions. No security.
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 transport of natural UO2 also adds to the annual gamma radiation dose, not only to the 
driver but also to others on the road, and residents in the vicinity. The Environmental Review 
(SENES 2007) estimates an annual dose of 170 μSv/yr for a driver exposed to incoming 
material for 44 hours (asThe transport of natural UO2 also adds to the annual gamma 
radiation dose, not only to the driver but also to others on the road, and residents in the 
vicinity. 
The
The Environmental Review (SENES 2007) estimates an annual dose of 170 μSv/yr for a 
driver exposed to incoming material for 44 hours (assuming 66 trips of approximately 40 
minutes each with a 20’ or 40’ truck). The dose to a member of the public from incoming 
material (assuming 33 hours of exposure) is estimated to be 1.7 μSv/yr to 3.2 μSv/yr (for 20’ 
and 40’ trucks respectively). The dose to a driver exposed to outgoing material is estimated 
at 400 μSv/yr, assuming 125 hours of exposure over 25 trips.  

The dose to a member of the public from incoming material (assuming 33 hours of 
exposure) is estimated to be 1.7 μSv/yr to 3.2 μSv/yr (for 20’ and 40’ trucks respectively). 
The dose to a driver exposed to outgoing material is estimated at 400 μSv/yr, assuming 125 
hours of exposure over 25 trips. 

Zircatec Environmental Review 2007

Doses from UO2 Transportation
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The U.S. recognizes diseases caused by exposure to 
radiation in the nuclear industry

• U.S. Dept. of Justice recognizes in law 35 diseases as 
associated with ionizing radiation exposure; 
compensation is paid to the military, nuclear workers, 
community down-winders (Radiation Exposure 
Compensation Act).

• Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation 
Program Act recognizes harm to nuclear energy workers 
and pays compensation.

• As of 2019 almost $17 billion has been paid in medical 
costs and compensation nationally. 



PHCHCC Recommendations

1. Issue 5 Year individual licenses for Peterborough 
and Toronto sites

2. Allow no changes to operations at either property 
except to begin to reduce levels and quantities of 
U on site and outputs

3. Within that 5 year timeframe finalize 
decommissioning plans for each facility, 
Peterborough and Toronto, with the appropriate 
financial guarantees in place, to successfully 
dismantle buildings and restore properties for 
future unencumbered use by the people.

4. Establish a final timeline for completion.
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